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P
eptide self-assembly has attracted
considerable attention due to its im-
portant role not only in biological

processes such as amyloid fibril formation
associated with numerous neurodegenera-
tive diseases1 but also in the design of novel
nanobiomaterials.1�4 It has been reported
that cyclic peptides, amphiphilic peptides,
and amyloid-inspired peptides can form
ordered nanostructures with different mor-
phologies including nanotubes, nanovesi-
cles, nanofibrils, and nanosheets.5�9 Among
these various peptide building blocks, di-
phenylalanine peptide has been extensively
studied experimentally due to its structural
simplicity, functional versatility, and broad
applications10,11 in biology (such as drug
delivery, bioimaging, biosensors) and in
nanotechnology (as templates for the fab-
rication of metal nanowires and functional
polymer nanotubes).12�16

L-Phe-L-Phe (FF)
peptidewas initially reported to formpore-size
hydrophilic nanochannels when crystallized.17

It was further shown to form nanotubes in
solution upon dilution from organic sol-
vents into aqueous solution.6,18�20 Under
a similar synthesis procedure, its D-amino
acid analogue, D-Phe-D-Phe, was reported to
form nanotubes with the same structural
features as the corresponding L-amino acid
FF peptide. When the preparation method
of D-Phe-D-Phe nanotube was simplified by
omitting the organic solvent, it was ob-
served that the nanotubes turned into ve-
sicles upon diluting the peptide nanotube
solution.21 Since the emergence of FF di-
peptide as a self-assembling building block,
many studies have also been performed on
other FF-based dipeptides including catio-
nic FF, Fmoc-FF, and the diphenylglycine
peptide. These FF-based building blocks
can assemble into nanotubes and other

nanoarchitectures such as vesicles, nano-
fibrils, nanowires, and ribbons.2,11,21�23

The polymorphism of ordered nanostruc-
tures is affected bymany factors such as the
type of solvents, peptide concentration, the
pH value, and temperature.11 Among them,
peptide concentration has been reported to
play a critical role in determining the final
nanostructure morphology. For example, the
spontaneous transformation of nanotubes
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ABSTRACT Nanostructures, particularly

those from peptide self-assemblies, have at-

tracted great attention lately due to their

potential applications in nanotemplating and

nanotechnology. Recent experimental studies reported that diphenylalanine-based peptides

can self-assemble into highly ordered nanostructures such as nanovesicles and nanotubes.

However, the molecular mechanism of the self-organization of such well-defined nanoarch-

itectures remains elusive. In this study, we investigate the assembly pathway of 600

diphenylalanine (FF) peptides at different peptide concentrations by performing extensive

coarse-grained molecular dynamics (MD) simulations. Based on forty 0.6�1.8 μs trajectories

at 310 K starting from random configurations, we find that FF dipeptides not only

spontaneously assemble into spherical vesicles and nanotubes, consistent with previous

experiments, but also form new ordered nanoarchitectures, namely, planar bilayers and a rich

variety of other shapes of vesicle-like structures including toroid, ellipsoid, discoid, and pot-shaped

vesicles. The assembly pathways are concentration-dependent. At low peptide concentrations, the

self-assembly involves the fusion of small vesicles and bilayers, whereas at high concentrations, it

occurs through the formation of a bilayer first, followed by the bending and closure of the bilayer.

Energetic analysis suggests that the formation of different nanostructures is a result of the delicate

balance between peptide�peptide and peptide�water interactions. Our all-atom MD simulation

shows that FF nanostructures are stabilized by a combination of T-shaped aromatic stacking,

interpeptide head-to-tail hydrogen-bonding, and peptide�water hydrogen-bonding interactions.

This study provides, for the first time to our knowledge, the self-assembly mechanism and the

molecular organization of FF dipeptide nanostructures.
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into vesicles takes place by diluting the D-Phe-D-Phe
peptide solution,21 and the cationic FF peptide was
reported to form nanotubes at high peptide con-
centrations24�26 but to adopt vesicles at low peptide
concentrations.25,26

Although significant advances have been made in
the study of FF-based peptide nanoarchitectures, the
assembly pathway and the detailed structural informa-
tion of the ordered nanostructures remain to be de-
termined. Such knowledge is important for elucidating
themolecularmechanism of FF-based dipeptide nano-
structure formation and provides insight into the pre-
cise control of the peptide assembly for targeted
biological applications. Because of its short amino acid
length, its important role in the fibril formation of the
Alzheimer's β-amyloid (Aβ) peptide, and its ability to
assemble into well-defined nanostructures,6,27 FF as
well as the corresponding D-amino acid dipeptides has
been studied computationally in an attempt to under-
stand the fibrillizationmechanismof Aβ peptide and to
obtain insights into the interactions and structural
properties of the FF nanostructures using both all-
atom28,29 and coarse-grained (CG) peptidemodels.30,31

In those studies, only disordered aggregates were
obtained, probably due to the small size of the studied
systems (up to 96 FF chains) and/or the short simula-
tion time (e40 ns for all-atom molecular dynamics
(MD) simulations and e5 ns for CG MD simulations).
Although nanovesicles and nanotubes were sampled
at different peptide concentrations in an earlier study
on D-Phe-D-Phe peptides using Monte Carlo simula-
tions with a highly simplified one-parameter lattice
model (32 � 32 � 32),21 a detailed self-assembly
process intoorderednanostructureswas stillmissing.4,11,27

Overall, in spite of the enormous potential applications of
FF-based nanomaterials and the emergence of a few
computational studies on the FF-based dipeptides, there
is still “a notable lack of theoretical insight into peptide
nanostructure formation”.11,27

In this work, we investigate the assembly mechan-
ism of 600 FF dipeptides at four different peptide
concentrations and probe the structural characteristics
of the spontaneously assembled aggregates by per-
forming extensive MD simulations. As simulating the
formation of FF nanostructures with all-atommodels is
extremely challenging computationally because of the
large system sizes and the long time scales needed
to understand the assembly process starting from a
random conformation, we used the MARTINI CG
model32,33 to achieve a quantitative approximation of
the atomic behavior while easing the computational
requirements for simulation. The current study with
detailed analysis of 40 long-time independent trajec-
tories highlights several findings that in particular
address the structures of assemblies and the course
of primary events during the peptide assembly pro-
cess. First, consistent with previous experimental

observations,6,11,20,22 ordered nanostructures such as
spherical vesicles and nanotubes are observed in our
MD trajectories, and a transformation from vesicle-like
to tubular structures is seen at high peptide concen-
tration. Second, new well-defined nanoarchitectures
are identified, namely, planar two-dimensional bilayers
and vesicle-like structures with a rich variety of shapes
including toroid, ellipsoid, discoid, and pot-shaped
vesicles. Third, our simulations show that the assembly
pathways of FF dipeptides into vesicles/tubes are
concentration-dependent. At low concentrations, the
spontaneous formation of FF-based peptide nano-
structures involves the fusion of vesicles or the fusion of
vesicles with a bilayer, whereas at high concentrations,
the self-assembly occurs through the formation of a
bilayer first, followed by the bending and closure of the
bilayer. Fourth, we found that an aromatic stacking
interaction is the dominant driving force for the self-
organization, and the exact structure formation depends
on the balance between peptide�peptide andpeptide�
water interactions. Finally, all-atom MD simulations on a
fine-grained structure of a spherical vesicle from the CG
MD trajectory demonstrate that two adjacent aromatic
rings in the ordered nanostructures have a strong pre-
ference to adopt a T-shaped orientation.

RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

A rich variety of ordered nanostructures are ob-
served in our extensive CG MD simulations. We classify
these nanostructures into three families: vesicle-like
structure if it is closed in three dimensions (3D),
nanotube if it is closed in two dimensions (2D), and
bilayer if it is not closed. Table 1 summarizes these
nanostructures from our MD simulations at various
concentrations. It can be seen that the morphology
of the FF nanostructure is concentration-dependent.
At the lowest peptide concentration (C = 50 mg/mL),
FF peptides predominantly assemble into vesicle-like
structures. At C = 85 mg/mL, nanotube and bilayer
structures start to form. At C = 120 mg/mL, the three
families of structures are almost equally sampled. At
the highest peptide concentration (C = 155 mg/mL),
the vesicle-like structure disappears and the peptides
have a preference to adopt a planar 2D bilayer. These
data indicate that FF peptides have a propensity to

TABLE 1. Summary of the Simulation Results

no. of MD runs generating a structure

peptide concentration

(mg/mL)

total no. of

MD runs vesicle-like nanotube bilayer

50 10 10 0 0
85 10 7 2 1
120 10 3 3 4
155 10 0 1 9
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form vesicle-like structures at low peptide concentra-
tions and nanotubes at high peptide concentrations,
consistent with previous experimental observations
that the transformation of nanotubes into vesicles
takes place when diluting the D-Phe-D-Phe and the
cationic FF nanotube solution.21,25,26

Seven representative ordered nanostructures are
shown in Figure 1 in the order of their formation
concentration from low to high. From all the structures,
we find that the FF dipeptide behaves somewhat like a
surfactant and the polarmain chain groups are isolated
from the hydrophobic aromatic groups to formopenor
closed bilayered structures. The toroid, ellipsoid, pot-
shaped, and discoid vesicles in Figure 1a�d are ob-
served in MD trajectories at C = 50 mg/mL. The
spherical vesicles and nanotubes in Figure 1e and f
are found at C = 85 and 120 mg/mL. The planar 2D
bilayer in Figure 1g is obtained only at C = 155 mg/mL.
In addition, 1D infinitely long bilayers and 2D flat bi-
layers with a hole are observed respectively at 85
and 120 mg/mL (data not shown). It should be noted
that the formation of vesicles and nanotube-like struc-
ture was also observed in the self-assembly of lipids by
coarse-grained MD simulations.34,35 Although the FF
nanostructures are reminiscent of nanovesicles and
nanotubes formed by lipids, there are important and
significant differences in their physical driving forces
and formation mechanisms. Unlike lipids, the self-
assembly of FF peptides involves both interpeptide

main-chain hydrogen-bonding and aromatic side-
chain packing. Furthermore, the role of water in the
formation of vesicles and nanotubes has not been
well studied.
To characterize the well-defined nanostructures, we

have calculated their sizes as well as the number of
peptide chains in their inner and outer leaflets. The
diameter of the spherical vesicle is about 9.2 nm at C =
85 and 120 mg/mL, much smaller than that of the
D-Phe-D-Phe vesicle (with a diameter of 200�600 nm),21

but similar to that of the smallest diphenyglycine
spheres (with a diameter of 10�100 nm).27 As de-
scribed below, the formation of vesicles and nanotubes
involves vesicle fusion. It is conceivable that ongoing
fusion events would also lead to larger vesicles in our
simulations if the simulations would run long enough.
This spherical vesicle consists of 236 peptides in the
inner leaflet and 364 peptides in the outer leaflet. The
cavity of the spherical vesicle contains 687 water
beads. The diameter of the nanotube varies with
peptide concentration from 85 to 155 mg/mL, ranging
from ∼5.1 to ∼5.6 nm, which is in the range of FF
nanotube sizes observed experimentally (0 < diameter
e300 nm).6,22 The nanotube formed at C = 85 mg/mL
consists of 230 peptides in the inner leaflet and 370
peptides in the outer leaflet, filled with 271 water
beads inside the hollow tube. The flat 2D bilayer
formed at C = 155 mg/mL has a thickness of ∼1.6 nm
and an area of ∼160 nm2.

Figure 1. Initial disordered state and seven representative well-organized FF dipeptide assemblies generated in our MD
simulations. For each nanostructure, we show a side view (top row), a cross-sectional view through its center of mass and the
axis parallel to its principal axis (middle row), and a top view (bottom row). Themain-chainbeads are in red, and the side-chain
beads are inwhite. There are three families of structures: vesicleswith different shapes: (a) toroid, (b) ellipsoid, (c) pot-shaped,
(d) discoid, and (e) spherical vesicles; nanotube (f); and bilayer (g). For clarity, a close-up of one FF dipeptide together with its
atomistic structure is shown in the top-left corner. In the atomistic structure, carbon atoms are in cyan, oxygen atoms in red,
hydrogen atom in white, and nitrogen atom in blue.
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It is of particular interest to dissect the assembly
pathways leading to nanovesicles and nanotubes. This
can be done by probing the structures of the FF
assemblies generated in the MD trajectories at differ-
ent time points at each peptide concentration. At C =
50 mg/mL, we find that the self-assembly of vesicles
often involves vesicle fusion, which includes the fusion
of two vesicles or the fusion of a vesicle with a bilayer.
Fusion events are observed in all of the 10 MD trajec-
tories. One representative assembly pathway of FF
peptides into a nanovesicle is shown in Figure 2.
Starting from a random conformation, FF peptides
form two bilayers with several small clusters (with
peptides randomly oriented) within tens of nano-
seconds (see the snapshot at t = 72 ns). Then the small
clusters merge into the two bilayers, and the bilayers
start to bend. A curved bilayer and a vesicle are
observed at t = 167 ns. This is followed by the closure
of the bilayer to adopt a vesicle-like structure. The two
small vesicles both rearrange into a spherical shape
around t = 195 ns in order to reduce their solvent
exposure. They remain intact until they come into
contact with each other at t = 252 ns, from which the
fusion process starts. At the first stage of the fusion, the
hydrophilic main chains of the outer leaflets of the two
small vesicles interact with each other and rearrange
into a hemifused intermediate at t = 270 ns. After that,
the inner leaflet starts to fuse and a budded vesicle
with a neck forms at t = 297 ns. The budded vesicle
exists only for several tens of nanoseconds. Then the
main-chain groups of the peptides at the neck region
begin to separate from each other, and a pear-shaped

vesicle forms at t = 360 ns. This vesicle is a metastable
state, and it transforms to an ellipsoid vesicle at t = 600
ns (snapshot not shown). This ellipsoid vesicle remains
until the end of the simulation (t= 900 ns). The detailed
dynamic formation process of the ellipsoid vesicle is
shown in a movie in the Supporting Information. We
find that the pear-shaped vesicle is an essential inter-
mediate in the assembly pathway leading to the
ellipsoid vesicle. The formation process of an ellipsoid
vesicle that involves more than two fusion events
follows a similar assembly mechanism (see Figure S1
in the Supporting Information).
Fusion events that involve the fusion of a vesicle

with a bilayer are also observed at a peptide concen-
tration of 50 mg/mL. Compared to the fusion process
of two vesicles into an ellipsoid vesicle in Figure 2, the
fusion scenario of a vesicle with a bilayer is rather
complex. In addition to the formation of ellipsoid
vesicles, it also leads to other shaped vesicle-like
structures, including the toroid, pot-shaped, and dis-
coid vesicles. For example, the self-assembly of the
toroid vesicle (see Figure S2) involves the fusion of
a small bilayer with a large vesicle. Starting from
a random configuration, FF peptides assemble into a
large bilayer surrounded by small bilayers/clusters at
60 ns. At t = 99 ns, the large bilayer rolls up to form a
spherical vesicle, V1, and a small bilayer, B1, fuses with
V1. At t = 120 ns, another small bilayer, B2, starts to fuse
with another large vesicle, V2. A partially fused inter-
mediate (V2,B2) forms at t= 144 ns, interactingwith the
first partially fused state (V1,B1). The two partially fused
vesicles start to fuse at t = 180 ns and gradually merge
into a toroid vesicle. The self-assemblies of discoid and
pot-shaped vesicles follow a similar fusion process to
the toroid vesicle.
At C = 85 mg/mL, FF dipeptides can spontaneously

assemble into vesicles, nanotubes, or bilayers. The
formation process of these ordered nanostructures
involves either vesicle fusion or no vesicle fusion.
Fusion events are observed in six out of ten MD runs,
and four (two) out of the six runs lead to ellipsoid
vesicles (tubes). A representative self-assembly path-
way of a FF nanotube is shown in Figure 3. Starting
from a random configuration, FF peptides assemble
into three bilayers within tens of nanoseconds (see the
snapshot at t = 60 ns). This is followed by the formation
of a spherical vesicle and an ellipsoid vesicle through
bilayer closure and vesicle fusion (see the snapshot at
t = 100 ns). From t = 144 to 540 ns, a vesicle fusion
process, similar to that occurring at C = 50 mg/mL (see
Figure 2), is observed. At t = 540 ns, an ellipsoidal
vesicle forms via the fusion of two small vesicles.
Remarkably, the formation of the ellipsoid vesicle
makes the concentration of FF dipeptides increase
along the long axis of the vesicle. This allows FF
peptides near the end of the primary cell to have
interactions with nearby FF peptides in neighboring

Figure 2. Assembly process of an ellipsoid vesicle through
vesicle fusion at the lowest peptide concentration of 50mg/
mL. For each vesicle-like structure, we show a side view and
a cross-sectional view through its center of mass and the
axis parallel to its principal axis.
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image cells that are similar to the interactions between
FF peptides in the primary cell. At t = 888 ns, the vesicle
in the primary cell starts to fuse with the vesicles in its
two neighboring image cells. A shape transformation
from the vesicle to the nanotube takes place at t =
960 ns. This is followed by the fine rearrangement of
the FF peptides, and a well-organized nanotube forms
at t = 1200 ns. Compared with the formation of the
vesicle-like structure at C = 50 mg/mL, the structure
transition from vesicles to nanotubes observed at C =
85 mg/mL likely results from the increased peptide
concentration. Our result is consistent with recent experi-
mental observations that a spontaneous transformation
of vesicles into nanotubes takes place by concentrating
the cationic FF peptide vesicle solution.25,26

The self-assembly pathway of FF peptides at a higher
peptide concentration becomes simpler, during which
the fusion event occurs very rarely. This can be seen in
the assembly process of FF peptides at C = 120mg/mL.
Two representative pathways, which lead to a spherical
vesicle and a nanotube respectively, are given in
Figure 4. Starting from a random state, the peptides form
clusters first and then assemble into a bilayer in several

tens of nanoseconds (see the snapshot at t = 42 ns in
trajectory A). Then the bilayer bends in three dimen-
sions and adopts a hemispherical shape at t = 72 ns. It
closes rapidly and forms a spherical vesicle at t = 108
ns. The vesicle remains until the end of the MD
simulation (t = 900 ns). Similar to the self-assembly
pathway of the spherical vesicle shown in trajectory A,
the formation process of the nanotube is also accom-
panied by a rapid formation of a bilayer (see the
snapshot at t = 90 ns). However the bilayer bends in
two dimensions (t = 180 ns) and gradually forms a
tubular structure (see the snapshot at 900 ns). It is
noted that bilayers are observed as an intermediate
state prior to the formation of vesicle-like and tubular
structures under all peptide concentrations. At the
highest peptide concentration studied in this work,
FF peptides rarely assemble into tubular structures,
while they have a strong preference to adopt a planar
2D bilayer (see Table 1 and Figure 1g).
We also use the Minkowski functionals to monitor

the topology change of FF assembly quantitatively
throughout the simulation, as done previously by
Marrink and Mark in studying the formation of lipid
vesicles.34 For a three-dimensional system, there are
four independent Minkowski functionals: the volume
V, the surface area S, the Euler characteristic χ, and the
mean curvature H of the surface. The volume is not
sensitive to the change of topology and remains
essentially constant during the simulation due to the
very small compressibility of the peptides. Therefore,
we calculate the other three measures using the
procedure of Hyde et al.36 As an example, we present
in Figure S4 the time evolution of the three measures
for the formation of a spherical vesicle atC= 120mg/mL
(corresponding to trajectory A in Figure 4). It can be
seen from Figure S4 that the surface area and the mean
curvature decrease rapidly within the first 25 ns, in-
dicating the formation of multiple unconnected small
clusters. The corresponding Euler number is larger than
2 because each cluster contributes an Euler character-
istic of 2 or 1 depending on the shape of the small
cluster. After that, the three parameters continue to
decrease with time and χ reaches 1 at t = 27 ns, at
which one large bilayer forms. This is followed by a
slow decrease of surface area and curvature in the next
50 ns, while χ remains at 1. Within this time period, the
bilayer bends and forms a curved bilayer. At t = 95 ns,
the Euler number increases to 2 and the surface area
reaches a minimum value of 580 nm2, when the bilayer
becomes closed and turns into a vesicle. At this time
point, the mean curvature reaches 0.22 nm�1, which is
equal to the reciprocal of the outer radius (4.5 nm) of
the vesicle. After that, the vesicle remains stable and
the surface area S, the Euler characteristic χ, and the
mean curvature H of the surface all remain invariant.
To further understand the self-assembly pathways

of FF peptides into nanovesicles and nanotubes at

Figure 3. Assembly process of nanotube through vesicle
fusion at a relatively high peptide concentration of 85mg/mL.
For each vesicle-like or tubular structure, we show a side
view and/or a cross-sectional view through its center of
mass and the axis parallel to its principal axis. In order to
show the concentration-induced vesicle-to-tube transition
process, a simulation box is displayed for the snapshots
from t = 720 to 960 ns.
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different peptide concentrations, we construct the free
energy landscape for C = 50, 85, and 120 mg/mL in
Figure 5. The free energy landscape is projected onto
the two reaction coordinates described in theMethods
section: the solvent accessible surface area (SASA) and
the dispersion degree of FF peptides (Ddisp). As seen in
Figure 5, the free energy landscape is very rugged at
C = 50 mg/mL and there are three minimum-energy
basins separated by energy barriers. The three basins
are located at (SASA, Ddisp) values of (974 nm2, 0.55),
(820 nm2, 0.35), and (743 nm2, 0.1), corresponding to
respectively multiple small vesicles and/or bilayers,
two vesicles, and one partially or completely fused
vesicle. It can be seen from Figure 5a that once the
peptides aggregate together, the SASA decreases
sharply, whereas the dispersion degree of the peptides
is still larger than 0.5 (indicating that the largest
assembly consists of less than 300 FF peptides). When
the SASA reaches 820 nm2 and the Ddisp drops to
∼0.35, two vesicles form and a fusion process starts.
Once the two vesicles merge into one large vesicle, the
Ddisp approaches zero (in some cases, there are still
some peptides isolated from the ordered nanostruc-
ture, so Ddisp might not be exactly zero, but a small
number between 0 and 0.1). The SASA difference
between different shapes of vesicles is so small that
we fail to separate them in the free energy landscape
with a reasonable resolution. At C = 85 mg/mL,
although there are also three minimum-energy basins

in the free energy landscape (see Figure 5b), the free
energy landscape becomes smoother than that at C =
50 mg/mL. In particular, the first basin (from top to
bottom), located at (SASA, Ddisp) values of (819 nm2,
0.35), becomes very shallow. It corresponds to two
unfused vesicles. This indicates that at C = 85 mg/mL it
is much easier for small FF clusters/vesicles to as-
semble into two larger vesicles than at C = 50mg/mL.
The middle and the bottom energy basins, located at
(SASA, Ddisp) values of (810 nm2, 0.2) and (692 nm2,
0.0), correspond respectively to one partially fused
vesicle and one completely fused vesicle/nanotube.
At C = 120mg/mL, there is only one free energy basin
located at (SASA, Ddisp) values of (676 nm2, 0.0), and
the free energy landscape becomes funnel-like.
These results demonstrate that the complexity of
the free energy landscape and the assembly path-
way are strongly related to the FF peptide con-
centrations. The results from our simulation would
provide useful molecular insights into the self-
assembly mechanism of FF-based nanovesicles/
nanotubes, although the peptide concentration
used in this study is much higher than that used
experimentally. On the basis of the increased com-
plexity of the free energy landscape with the de-
crease of peptide concentration found here, we
propose that the formation of experimentally ob-
served FF-based nanostructures occurs through
multiple fusion events.

Figure 4. Assembly process of spherical vesicle (trajectory A) and nanotube (trajectory B)without involving vesicle fusion at a
peptide concentration of 120mg/mL. In trajectory A, in order to clearly show the process of vesicle formation, we give a side
view and a cross-sectional view without the simulation box.

Figure 5. Self-assembly free energy landscape of FF peptides at three different concentrations projected on the solvent-
accessible surface area and the dispersion degree of peptides. The unit of free energy is kcal/mol.
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Having investigated the assembly pathway of FF
dipeptides into nanostructures at different peptide
concentrations, we then reveal the physical driving
forces underlying the different nanostructure forma-
tion. To this end, we first examine the relative stabilities
of different nanostructures at each peptide concentra-
tion by calculating the total potential energy (including
the solvation effect as described in the Methods
section). It can be seen from Figure 6 that at C = 50
mg/mL the potential energy of spherical vesicles (black
open triangle) is lower than that of nonspherical
vesicles, indicating that the spherical vesicle is more
stable than the nonspherical vesicle. The spherical
vesicle is obtained from three independent MD runs
at C = 50 mg/mL starting from a flat 2D bilayer formed
at C = 155 mg/mL. It is noted that none of the 10 MD
runs at C = 50mg/mL starting from a random state leads
to a perfectly spherical vesicle within 1800 ns. This is
probably due to the short time scale ofMD simulations,
which is not long enough for the system to transform
into the spherical vesicle. For the five different shapes
of 3D-closed vesicle-like structures, we can also esti-
mate their relative stabilities by using a quantity,
reduced volume, according to the relationship be-
tween the reduced volume and free energy reported
previously.37 The reduced volume is given by V/
[(4π/3)R0

3], where V is the volume of the vesicle and
R0 = (A/4π)1/2 is the radius of a sphere with the same
surface area as the vesicle. The reduced volumes of the
toroid, ellipsoid, pot-shaped, discoid, and spherical
vesicles are 0.775, 0.821, 0.878, 0.908, and 1.0, respec-
tively. The larger the reduced volume is, the more
stable the vesicle-like structure becomes.37 Therefore,

the spherical vesicle is the most stable one among the
five different shapes of vesicles. The nonspherical vesicle
might be a trapped assembly or an intermediate state
on the pathway leading to spherical vesicles, depend-
ing on the peptide concentration and/or preparation
procedures.
At C = 85 and 120 mg/mL, nanotubes have the

lowest potential energy, spherical vesicles the second
lowest, and nonspherical vesicles or bilayers the high-
est. This indicates that under these two peptide con-
centrations it is most energetically favorable for FF
dipeptides to adopt tubular structures but less favor-
able to form vesicles and bilayers. This result provides
an explanation for the existing experimental observa-
tions that FF or D-Phe-D-Phe dipeptides often self-
assemble into nanotubes,6,18�20 while rarely form
vesicles.21 At C = 155 mg/mL, the potential energy of
the flat bilayer is slightly lower than that of the
nanotube, suggesting that the flat bilayer is marginally
favored over the nanotube. To the best of our knowl-
edge this is the first report of bilayer formation by FF
dipeptides. Interestingly, the formation of flat bilayers
is also reported in recent experimental studies for both
KLVFFAL and AAAAAAK peptides.38,39 On the basis of
our results, we propose that FF dipeptides can self-
organize into nanotubes, spherical vesicles, or bilayers
by fine-tuning peptide concentrations.
We then determine the major contribution to the

total potential energy of FF nanostructures. This is done
by calculating the probability distribution of the differ-
ent energy components: the protein�protein electro-
static interactions (i.e., between main-chain and main-
chain), the protein�protein (Prot�Prot) vdW interactions
(including both main-chain�main-chain and side-chain�
side-chain interactions), the protein�water (Prot�Sol)
interactions, and the cavity hydration energy. Figure 7
shows that the contribution of the protein�protein
electrostatic energy (Prot�Prot: Eelec) to the total energy
for different structures is quite similar, as the energies
are all distributed in a very narrow region (�2.6 to
�3.2 kJ/mol) and the distribution peaks are all centered
at �2.9 kJ/mol under the four peptide concentrations.
Therefore, the total energy difference between differ-
ent nanostructures predominantly comes from the
other three terms: the Prot�Prot vdW interactions,
the Prot�Sol interactions, and the cavity hydration
energy. Under each peptide concentration, the three
energy terms contribute differently to the total energy
for vesicles, tubes, and bilayers. At C = 50 and
85mg/mL, the Prot�Prot vdW interaction in nonspherical
vesicles is stronger than that in spherical vesicles due
to a closer packing of FF peptides in nonspherical
vesicles. However, the Prot�Sol interaction (which
can prevent peptide dissociation) in nonspherical ve-
sicles becomes much weaker because the cavity of
nonspherical vesicles is filled with fewer water beads
than that of spherical vesicles. The cavity hydration

Figure 6. Total potential energy (per peptide) of well-
organized FF nanostructures formed at four different pep-
tide concentrations. The well-organized nanostructures in-
clude nonspherical vesicles, spherical vesicles, nanotubes,
and bilayers. The nonspherical vesicles include ellipsoid,
toroid, discoil, and pot-shaped vesicles. The bilayer at C =
85 mg/mL is a 1D infinitely long bilayer, the bilayer at C =
120 mg/mL is a 2D infinitely large bilayer with a hole in its
center, and the bilayer at C = 155 mg/mL is a flat 2D infinite
bilayer. In the energy calculation, the data in the first 600 ns
of each simulation are discarded, and the data in the first
300 ns are discarded for C = 155 mg/mL.
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energy is quite similar for spherical and nonspherical
vesicles. Thus the total energy gained by forming a
nonspherical vesicle containing closer packing of FF
peptides is overwhelmed by an increase in Prot�Sol
interactions in spherical vesicles, which leads to the
spherical vesicle being more energetically favorable.
This result suggests that water molecules play a sig-
nificant role in mediating the formation of different
shapes of vesicles at low peptide concentrations. At
higher peptide concentrations (C = 85 and 120mg/mL),
the competition among the Prot�Prot, the Prot�Sol,
and the cavity hydration energy terms becomes more
complicated, as they contribute differently to the for-
mation of vesicles, tubes, and bilayers (see Figure 7).
Ranking the nanostructures by Prot�Prot interaction
strength from the strongest to the weakest, the nano-
tube is first, the vesicle is second, and the long narrow
1D bilayer or the bilayer with a hole is last. This ranking
can be understood by the different extents of close
packing of FF peptides in different nanostructures. The
closer the packing is, the stronger the Prot�Prot inter-
action becomes. As nanotubes are closed in 2D and
vesicles in 3D, the packing of FF peptides in nanotubes
is closer than that in vesicles. Because molecular inter-
action pairs in the infinitely long 1D bilayer or in the
2D bilayer with a hole are smaller than those in vesi-
cles and tubes, the Prot�Prot interaction in bilayers

is the weakest among the different nanostructures.
The strengthening in the Prot�Prot interaction
weakens the Prot�Sol interaction and leads to more
free water beads in the bulk (corresponding to a
decrease of the cavity hydration energy). These
three different interactions cooperatively modulate
the formation and the relative stabilities of different
nanostructures. At the highest peptide concentra-
tion (C = 155 mg/mL), the packing of FF peptides in a
2D infinitely large bilayer is closer than that in tubular
structures, leading to a slightly stronger Prot�Prot
interaction in bilayers. The differences in the
Prot�Sol interaction energy and in the cavity hydra-
tion energy are quite small for the two structures.
Therefore the formation of FF bilayers and nano-
tubes at C = 155 mg/mL is mostly governed by the
Prot�Prot interaction. These results demonstrate
that the self-organization of FF dipeptides into
different ordered nanostructures at different pep-
tide concentrations is modulated by a delicate bal-
ance of the protein�protein interaction and the
protein�water interaction (including the cavity
hydration energy).
It has been proposed that the FF-based nanostruc-

tures are stabilized by a combination of aromatic
stacking and hydrogen bonding.6,20 However, there is
no direct evidence showing this. In this context, we first

Figure 7. Probability distribution of the total potential energy components of well-organized FF nanostructures formed at
four different peptide concentrations. The energy components include protein�protein electrostatic (Prot�Prot: Eelec),
protein�protein van der Waals (Prot�Prot: EvdW), protein�water (Prot�Sol), and cavity hydration energy (Ecavity). The data
used here are the same as those used in Figure 6.
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calculate the intrapeptide aromatic ring angle and
the interpeptide aromatic ring angle using the CG
model.32 Our calculation shows that the two types of
angles are both distributed mainly in the range
30�90�, with almost equal population for each angle
in this range. Similar results are obtained for both
vesicles and nanotubes. This result suggests aro-
matic stacking is important in stabilizing ordered
FF nanoarchitectures. To further examine the crucial
role of aromatic stacking on the nanostructure for-
mation, we have carried out three independent
400 ns control MD simulations on 600 LF dipeptides
under C = 85 mg/mL starting from a random con-
figuration. However, none of the three ordered
FF nanostructures (including vesicles, tubes, and

bilayers) are observed in the three MD runs (see
Figure S3).
In the CGmodel,32 the “ring” structure of Phe cannot

represent the aromatic phenol group accurately (the
phenol group is represented by three beads, and the
Cβ atom is omitted), and hydrogen bonds are not
explicitly described (there is only one bead for the
main chain). Therefore, we use the modified version of
GROMACS-3.3.140 with the Gromos96 43a1 force
field41 to generate a fine-grained structure of a sphe-
rical vesicle generated in the CG MD trajectories. To
save computational time, we take a small vesicle
(consisting of 199 FF peptides) to simulate. We perform
a 100 ns all-atom MD simulation at a temperature of
310 K and a pressure of 1 bar starting from our
reconstructed model (Figure 8a). Simulation details
are given in the Supporting Information. The total
number of atoms (including water molecules and FF
peptides) in the all-atom system is 48 478. The total,
hydrophobic, and hydrophilic SASAs of the vesicle do
not change much during the full period of MD simula-
tion, indicating that this reconstructed all-atom model
is stable within the 100 ns MD simulation (Figure S4a).
The simulated vesicle at t = 100 ns is given in Figure 8a.
A cross section of the final structure and a single FF
peptide from the cross section are shown respectively
in Figure 8b and c. We observe the formation of
interpeptide head (NH3

þ) to tail (COO�) hydrogen
bonds by consecutive peptides (see Figure 8b) and
the adoption of T-shaped aromatic stacking within FF
monomers (see Figure 8c). It is noted that the two
aromatic rings stay at the same side of the peptide
bond (see Figure 8c and Figure S4b). These structural
features are similar to those in the FF crystals.17 Our
analysis using the 100 ns data shows that there are
∼2.5 interpeptide hydrogen bonds per peptide
(Figure 8d). Two out of ∼2.5 hydrogen bonds are
interpeptide head-to-tail hydrogen bonds (Figure 8b),
and the remaining 0.5 hydrogen bonds are formed by
the FF main-chain atoms with water molecules
(Figure 8c). Calculation of the intrapeptide aromatic
ring angle shows that the intrapeptide aromatic ring
angle is mostly distributed in the range 60�90�, with
a high probability around 90� at a minimum distance
of ∼0.35 nm (Figure 8e). The deviation of this angle
from 90� implies that the two aromatic rings have a
certain freedom to move at physiological tempera-
ture due to thermal fluctuations. The distribution of
the interpeptide aromatic ring angle displays a simi-
lar feature (see Figure 8f), having a high probability at
a minimum distance of ∼0.37 nm, implying that the
two rings have a strong preference to be orthogon-
ally aligned. These data provide evidence that FF-
based nanovesicles are stabilized by a combination
of T-shaped aromatic stacking, interpeptide head-
to-tail hydrogen bonds, and peptide�water hydro-
gen bonds.

Figure 8. Simulation results from an all-atom MD run start-
ing from our reconstructed atomistic structure of a FF
spherical vesicle from CG beads. (a) Initial and final states,
where main-chain O atoms are in red, N atoms are in blue,
and side-chain atoms are in cyan. (b) Cross section, where
side-chain atoms are in gray, main-chain N atoms are in
blue, and main-chain O atoms are in red; head-to-tail
peptide hydrogen bonds are shown with a black dashed
line. (c) FF monomer from (b), with a peptide�water hydro-
gen bond represented by a black dashed line. Probability
distribution of (e) intrapeptide and (f) interpeptide aromatic
ring angles as a function of the minimum distance between
two rings. The probability is largest at 90�. In the calculation,
all the intramolecular pairs are considered, while the inter-
molecular pairs are considered if their minimum distance is
less than 0.56 nm.
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CONCLUSIONS

By using large-scale CG MD simulations, we have
studied the assembly process of FF peptides at differ-
ent peptide concentrations. We find that FF peptides
can spontaneously assemble into spherical vesicles
and tubes, as well as other newordered nanostructures
including toroid, ellipsoid, discoid, and pot-shaped
vesicles depending on the peptide concentration.
A combination of intra- and inter-peptide T-shaped
aromatic stacking, interpeptide head-to-tail hydrogen
bonding, and peptide�water hydrogen bonding is
found to be important in stabilizing the ordered nano-
structures. The assembly pathways are concentration-
dependent. At low peptide concentrations, the self-
assembly of FF-based nanotubes/nanovesicles in-
volves the fusion of small vesicles and/or bilayers,
whereas at high concentrations, it occurs through the
formation of a bilayer first, followed by the bending
and the closure of the bilayer. The calculated free
energy landscapes at three different peptide con-
centrations display different features: the lower the

peptide concentration is, the more rugged the free
energy landscape becomes.

Based on the increased complexity of the free
energy landscape with the decrease of peptide con-
centration, we propose that the experimentally ob-
served FF-based nanostructures might come through
the following steps: (i) formation of small clusters,
followed by the growth of small clusters into bilayers;
(ii) curving and closure of bilayer into vesicles; (iii)
formation of several tens to hundreds of nanometers
vesicle-like or tubular nanostructures via vesicle fusion.
Energetic and structural analyses suggest that the
formation of different shapes of nanostructures is
a result of the delicate balance between peptide�
peptide and peptide�water interactions, and the aro-
matic stacking interaction is the dominant driving force
for the self-organization. Collectively, our findings pro-
vide theoretical insights into peptide nanostructure
formation and would be helpful for designing a vari-
ety of versatile peptide nanostructures with unique
properties.

METHODS
Coarse-Grained MD Simulation. Molecular dynamics simulations

have been widely used in the conformational studies of
biomolecules.42�48 In this work, we use the recently developed
CG MARTINI V2.1 force field to model the FF dipeptides and
water molecules32,33 to save computational cost, as mentioned
earlier. In this force field, a phenylalanine molecule is repre-
sented by four beads, one bead for the main chain and three
beads for the side-chain ring structure. The N-terminal main-
chain bead of FF has one positive charge, and the C-terminal
main-chain bead has one negative charge. Four water mol-
ecules are mapped onto one bead with no charge. This force
field allows a 4-fold reduction in the number of particles
represented and a 10�30-fold increase in the time step size in
MD, as compared with united-atom simulations.33

We have performed 40 MD simulations on a system con-
sisting of 600 FF peptides at four different peptide concentra-
tions: 50, 85, 120, and 155mg/mL. The peptide concentration in
experimental studies is a few mg/mL, much lower than the
concentration used in our simulation. As simulating the assem-
bly process of peptides starting from a random state at low
peptide concentration is very time-consuming, we applied the
strategy of using high peptide concentrations to reduce com-
putational cost, which is often used computationally.34,49,50 At
each concentration, 10 MD runs have been performed using
different initial velocities starting from a random configuration
with each peptide chain randomly oriented. The simulation
time for each MD run is 0.9�1.8 μs at 50 mg/mL, 1.2 μs at 85
mg/mL, 0.9 μs at 120 mg/mL, and 0.6 μs at 155 mg/mL. All MD
simulations have been carried out in the NPT ensemble with
GROMACS software51 using a time step of 30 fs.52 The system is
weakly coupled to external temperature and pressure baths
using the Berendsen coupling methods.53 A temperature of
310 K is kept with a coupling constant of 0.3 ps, and a pressure
of 1 atm is maintained with a coupling constant of 3 ps.
Electrostatic and van der Waals (vdW) interactions are used in
their shifted forms with a cutoff at a distance of 1.2 nm.
The vdW potential is shifted from 0.9 to 1.2 nm, and the
electrostatic potential is shifted from 0.0 to 1.2 nm.32

The neighbor list is updated every 10 steps with a cutoff
distance of 1.2 nm.

Analysis. Analysis is performed using our in-house-devel-
oped codes and the GROMACS facilities. To follow the assembly
process and characterize the dominant structures of FF assem-
blies, we monitor the conformations at different time points in
representative MD trajectories as well as the self-assembly free
energy landscapes at three different peptide concentrations.
The free energy landscapes are constructed using�RT log P(x,y),
where P(x,y) is the probability (from histogramming) of the
particular conformation along two preselected reaction coordi-
nates x and y. In this study, these two reaction coordinates are the
solvent-accessible surface area and the degree of dispersion of
the peptides. The latter is obtained by Ddisp = 1� nmax/N, where
nmax is the maximum number of FF peptide chains in a single
assembled cluster (the largest cluster) and N is the total number
(600) of FF peptides in the system. Two peptide chains are
considered to form a cluster if their minimum distance is less
than 0.65 nm. A peptide chain is considered to join to a
preformed cluster if the minimum distance between this chain
and any chain in the preformed cluster is less than 0.65 nm. To
understand the physical driving forces underlying the formation
of different types of FF nanostructures, we calculate their total
potential energies by including the solvation effect and the
probability distribution of different energy terms. The solvation
energy consists of protein�water electrostatic energy, protein�
water vdW dispersion energy, and cavity hydration energy (due
to excluded volume effects).54 As the partial charge of water
beads is zero in the CG model, the protein�water electrostatic
energy term vanishes in the calculation. The interplanar angle
between two aromatic rings is calculated by the angle between
the surface normals of the two rings. The number of interpeptide
hydrogenbonds is also calculated. A hydrogenbond is counted if
the N 3 3 3Odistance is less than 0.35 nmand the N�H 3 3 3O angle
is greater than 150�. All the snapshots are drawn using the VMD
software.55
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